twentieth-century middle class: white collar workers favored local, state and national government action, drawing on the idea of state-led volunteerism championed by progressives; but at the same time they indulged in forms of protest that excluded women and non-white participants, mocked blue-collar workers, and promoted hostility to organized labor. Indeed the argument Robbins makes for the anti-labor thrust of middle class consumer politics is so powerful and well-supported that he rather undermines his own case. Middle Class Union shows that USFA volunteers, joined by politicians and some sections of the press, attacked striking workers as unpatriotic, insufficiently thrifty, and greedy and that many white collar workers blamed blue collar Americans for high prices. "When workers win a shorter day," one self-styled "member of the middle class" rhymed, "The cost is passed along to me / . . . . And so it goes down the line / From shoes and clothes to light and heat / No old-time luxuries for mine-/ I'm thankful now if I eat. . . . / When someone wins I always lose" (34). This book's final chapter on the Chicago Tenants Protective Association shows how very effectively the city's builders exploited the antiunion politics of middle class campaigners to serve their own interests, providing "a backdrop for the business conservatism" of the 1920s. Overall, therefore, the picture that emerges from this study of the aftermath of World War I is one that positions organized middle class consumers much more as harbingers of modern conservativism than of liberalism.
Middle Class Union is a compact monograph and historians of the early twentieth century United States will want to develop and expand upon its main themes. It pays surprisingly little attention, for instance, to the transnational dimensions of the topic, and its claim that organized middle class consumers possessed a coherent vision of "economic justice" (19) requires further investigation as it is not fully substantiated. But in many respects this study is a model of its kind. Most notably, perhaps, it is exemplary in its refusal to force the story of twentieth century consumer politics into the rigid straightjacket of a metanarrative based on the idea of an inevitable, uncomplicated, and uncontested shift from a producer to a consumer society, and likewise from producer to consumer values. Robbins shows throughout that modern consumer organizing could be both politically conservative and substantially informed by such producer values as thrift, diligence, and manly independence. His fine book signals that the historiography of the politics of consumption has matured sufficiently that historians no longer feel compelled to emphasise the progressive character of consumer politics and activism or to overlook the ways in which the politics of production and consumption overlapped, entwined, and interacted. For these reasons Middle Class Union is an especially welcome addition to the Class: Culture series of the University of Michigan Press.
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